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LEGAL personality

- Non-profit making association, created in 1964 under the auspices of the ISMILLW
- Belgian Branch of the ISMILLW
- Colocated with the general secretariat of the ISMILLW
Structure

- General assembly
- Managing board
- Scientific committee
- Team of the director of sessions
Team of the Director of sessions

- Designated by the GA on proposal of the MB
- Elaborates and organises the planning of the working sessions, after approval of MB
Scientific committee

- Composed of representatives of BEL Defense and all institutional and academic partners (Ministeries, universities, IO, ...)
- Elaborates the proposal of the yearly planning of the working sessions that will be submitted to the MB for approval
- All members and partners of the Centre can submit proposals of subjects
Working sessions

- FOUR to SIX one-day working sessions each year, dealing with subjects related to law applicable to military and Defense
- Ad-hoc working sessions are also organized on demand or co-organized with partners
- Regularly, the Centre gives the opportunity to students to present their academic work to the audience of the Centre
Activities

- The Centre is the editor of The Military Law and the Law of War Review of the ISMLLW

- The Centre also organizes or co-organizes national or international activities ... like this conference
Aim

Why this presentation?

- Military Law becomes more and more international
- The Centre is a think tank and wishes to improve its expertise
- We’re willing to assist other members of the ISMLLW in establishing their national group
- All collaborations and proposals are welcome
Thank you

... and welcome
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